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DONORS  ACKNOWLEDGMENT


Online Giving to MFLL


We gratefully acknowledge the following donors ...


Ms. Gwyn A. Ayer
Mrs. Patricia Mary Bateman
Ms. Jordan Brooke Burner
Ms. Kelly M. Carder
Mr. Travis Aaron Christian
Mrs. Terra Elaine Clotfelter-Gomez
Adrian and Lyn Del Caro
Melissa Field
Dr. Robert B. Gossett & Ms. Rita B. Gossett
Dr. Michael H. Handelsman
Dr. H. Clinton Hollister, Jr. & Mrs. Susanne C. Hollister
Mr. Dylan Alexander Irons
Mrs. Anna I. James
Ms. Stephanie M. Jordan
Dr. Gregory B. Kaplan
Ms. Blair M. Lake
Mr. Lawrence P. Leibowitz & Mrs. Kay S. Leibowitz
Mrs. Jane E. Leonard
Mr. Fox F. Madsen & Mrs. Roseanna M. Madsen
Mr. Norman Kenneth McClain
Dr. Chauncey J. Mellor & Dr. Doris Gove
Mr. Jack A. Mullins, Jr., & Mrs. Inna A. Mullins
Ms. Deborah L. Rice
Mr. Nicola N. Scioli
Mr. Christopher G. Stop & Mrs. Paula M. Stop
Mr. Michael Wilkins & Ms. Elizabeth Whidden Reel Wilkins
Mr. Jeffrey C. Wood
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A MESSAGE FROM THE HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT


Greetings from MFLL, where the
spring semester is well underway. I
am very glad to be here at UT!
Please allow me to say a few words
about my administrative background
and philosophy, before I introduce
our new colleagues and report on
some of our activities since fall 2012.


I started out in 1979, in German, and
have served as department head or
chair at Colorado, Mississippi State,
Alberta, Purdue and now UT. LSU is
where I went through the ranks in
the 1980s, and where I met my wife Lyn. We and our son Anthony (12,
grade seven) are delighted to be here � being back in the SEC is like
coming home.


My administrative philosophy is simple: faculty at great research
universities need to share the responsibility of governing, teaching, and
creating, and each of us needs to work as hard as possible on delivering
to the citizens of Tennessee and the world our unique blend of teaching
and research. My biggest concerns today are providing access to a
world-class education, and ensuring that our graduates leave here with
knowledge and skills. MFLL is a venue unlike any other for exploring the
synergies between theory and practice, because all our graduates finish
with a traditional liberal arts degree (critical thinking, analysis,
communication, in-depth knowledge of peoples and cultures) and a
level of language proficiency that makes them globally competitive. As a
rule we language professors do not sufficiently emphasize the market
value of our degrees�if we acknowledge that today we are all
participating in a global market place, we should follow through and
acknowledge the precious value of a degree that includes advanced
language proficiency and cultural literacy.


We are joined this year by Sarah Eldridge, Assistant Professor, German
(PhD Princeton); Djurdja Trakovic, Post Doctoral Teaching Associate,
Spanish (PhD Wisconsin); Katherine Bevins, Lecturer, French (MA UT),
Francesca Follone-Montgomery, Italian (MA Catholic Univ. of America);
Jill Haynes, Lecturer, Spanish (MA UT); Thorsten Huth, Lecturer, German
(PhD Kansas); Erin Smith, Lecturer, French (MA Northeastern Univ.);
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Pedro Tomas, Lecturer, Spanish (MA UT). On a sadder note, Katherine
Kong, Associate Professor, French, has resigned from the University. We
thank Professor Kong for her contributions to MFLL and wish her all the
best. We have two new staff members in MFLL: Mark Hipshire , IT
Administrator II, and Rhonda Easterly, Administrative Specialist III. A
hearty welcome to all new faculty and staff! We�re delighted to have
you in MFLL, and we wish you a long and fulfilling career.


Our faculty also added to their long records of achievement in teaching
and research. Flavia Brizo-Skov, Professor of Italian, has been awarded a
University of Tennessee Center for the Humanities resident fellowship.
Sal DiMaria, Professor of Italian, received the Ready for the World
Award at the 2012 Chancellor�s Honors Banquet. Since August 2012,
several colleagues have received highly competitive awards: the
Chancellor�s Faculty Development Award has been granted to Millie
Gimmel, Greg Kaplan, Douja Mamelouk, and Maria Stehle, each of
whom will receive up to $5,000 for research in progress. Also receiving
funding from the Chancellor�s office are Profs. Greg Kaplan and Noriko
Horiguchi, in the form of the Chancellor�s Grant for Faculty Research
(one course release to advance research and grant-writing). And MFLL is
equally proud that Professor Luis Cano was chosen as the Quest Scholar
of the Week for October 19, 2012 � this campus-wide recognition was
announced in Tennessee Today. As fortune would have it, during the
same week that Prof. Cano reigned as Scholar of the Week, our
colleagues in Spanish hosted the annual Hispanic Studies Symposium.
Participants in the conference hailed from universities and colleges in
South Carolina, Indiana, Ohio, Massachusetts, Tennessee, and Ecuador.
Michael Handelsman, Distinguished Professor of Humanities, was
inducted as a Corresponding Member to Ecuador's National Academy of
Language on November 12 in Quito; this is the second oldest National
Academy in Latin America (founded in 1874) and a corresponding
chapter of Spain's Royal Academy of Language. Currently, Michael is the
only non-Ecuadorian who is an active corresponding member. Harriet
Bowden was the Quest Scholar of the Week for November 9, 2012. Our
congratulations to Daniel Magilow, who was promoted to Associate
Professor in 2012, and to Susan Edmundson, Renee D�Elia Zunino, and
Laura Trujillo, who were promoted to Senior Lecturer. Finally
congratulations are due for Bryant Creel, who retired in December 2012.
I should point out that Professor Creel �s service, teaching, and
research have contributed to the high ranking bestowed on UT�s
doctoral program in Spanish by the latest NRC survey (2010), in which
UT ranks in the top third of Spanish programs nationally (and tied with
Purdue University). Bryant has been granted the status of Professor
Emeritus�our thanks and our congratulations!


Our students distinguished themselves in 2011/12 in a variety of ways.
Our Outstanding Graduate in French was Katherine Abercrombie, and
Jerrica Goodson was recognized for Excellence in French Studies. In
German our Outstanding Graduate was Eric Gedenk, and the following
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scholarships, honors and awards were earned: John L. and Elisabeth V.
Kind Scholarship: Natalie Brundige, Brian Conlon, Desiree Hunter,
Patrick Fifer, Haley Papel, Victoria Mitkusevich, Rachel Radford, Stefanie
Weir, D.J. Young, Alexander Vandenberg; Gerti Wunderlich Scholarship:
Brian Martindale, Sam Messamore, Alexander Vandenberg; Reinhold
and Katherine Nordsieck Scholarship: Gaige Bolden, Lindsay Clark, Eric
Gedenk, Stephen Jones, Tony Sax. Maria Haan Harris Scholarship:
Elizabeth Schonagen, Ulrike Sczesni, Anja Seiler, Jennifer Rushing; John
C. Osborne Memorial Fellowship: Hannah Long, Jarod Mowery; Dennis
Randall Shockley Award: Jennifer Rushing; �Do Deutsch� National
Winner, Video Competion: Bernadette Kolp; UT �QUEST� Scholar of
the Week (April 2012): William Hembree. The Outstanding Graduate in
Italian was Justin Jornd. In Language and World Business the
Outstanding Graduates were Hadil Senno (Spanish), and Lourienne
Fedon (Italian). Julie Carter was recognized for Excellence in the Study of
Portuguese. The Outstanding Graduate in Russian was Christian
Alexander Peyton. In Spanish the outstanding Graduate was Layla
Husain, while Hannah Parks and Bailey Gilbert were awarded the
Kirkland Family Scholarship. Please join me in congratulating these 2012
graduates for their superior achievements!


Here briefly are some of the initiatives and activities that will occupy our
energies this year. We would like very much to establish an advisory
board, consisting mainly of our alumni, to assist with the increasingly
important work of development and outreach. There are two searches
underway for assistant professor positions, in Arabic and in Chinese,
which we plan to fill beginning in 2013. MFLL is also searching this year
at the associate rank for the Shumway Chair of Excellence in Romance
Languages. Finally, my colleagues and I will be deliberating on how to
raise private funding for a variety of important initiatives designed to
support undergraduate study abroad, support our doctoral candidates
with dissertation-year fellowships, and provide research-excellence
awards to help retain our world-class faculty. As the new Head of MFLL,
I would like our alumni to know that we need and value your support in
many ways, and we are interested in hearing from you. We especially
welcome feedback regarding your experience here in MFLL (or
previously in the separate departments that now form MFLL),
comments about how your degree has contributed to your career path,
and updates regarding your careers. It is important for me as Head to
establish a sense of MFLL�s alumni, and to open lines of
communication with you�please send me your comments and
suggestions.


 


All the best,


Adrian Del Caro
Distinguished Professor of Humanities and Head
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FACULTY  NOTES


Harriet Wood Bowden (Spanish) had a previously accepted paper come
out in Language Learning: �Optimizing explicit instruction: Matters of
type and timing� (co-authored with Stafford and Sanz). Another paper
was accepted for publication in Language Teaching Research: �A fine-
grained analysis of the effects of negative evidence with and without
metalinguistic information in language development� (co-authored
with Lado, Stafford, and Sanz). She presented at two conferences in the
spring: Cognitive Neuroscience Society (�Spanish Heritage Language
Processing: An ERP Study�, co-authored with Morgan-Short, Potowski,
and Bartlett) and Georgetown University Round Table on Languages and
Linguistics (�Assessment of Proficiency through the Elicited Imitation
Task�).


Brizio-Skov, Flavia (Italian) was invited to present Italian Popular
Cinema (London: Tauris, 2011), at the University of Genoa, Italy, in May
2012. During this academic year she is the recipient of a UT Humanities
Center Fellowship. In October she was invited to give a public lecture on
the Italian Western at the University of Las Vegas. She is an active
member of the Editorial Board of Studies in European Cinema, Italian
Cinema Studies and Media and of Arena Romanistica. She is working on
a book manuscript on the Western genre.


Luis C Cano (Spanish) had papers published in Revista Iberoamericana
("Cárcel de árboles de Rodrigo Rey Rosa y la Meta-Ciencia-Ficción"), and
in Revista Cronopio (“No estamos solos. La ciencia ficción y la tradición
literaria en Hispanoamérica”). His article “Feminización de la violencia
en Rosario Tijeras de Jorge Franco Ramos” has been accepted for
publication in Hispanófila. He presented a paper (“Paradojas
temporales, vampiros homosexuales y lucha libre en la narrativa de José
Luis Zárate”) at the International Colloquium “Ends of the World:
Fantastic Narratives in Spanish America” in Lima, Perú. He is also
Associate Editor of Alambique, Revista Académica de Ciencia Ficción y
Fantasía.


Bryant Creel (Spanish) has written an essay titled “On the Dilemmas of
Decoding Hyperbaton in Góngora” for a volume being published in
homage to Prof. Stanislav Zimic of the University of Texas, Austin.


Cruz C�mara, Nuria (Spanish) received a Faculty Development Leave in
the spring of 2012 to continue working on her current project on the
Modern Woman in Spain during the first decades of the 20th century.
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She presented a paper at the Annual Conference of the Asociación
Internacional de Literatura y Cultura Femenina Hispánicas at Grand
Valley University.


In 2012 Duke, Dawn (Spanish & Portuguese) published “The Triumph
Within: Carolina Maria de Jesus and Strategies for Black Female
Empowerment in Brazil,” Critical Perspectives on Afro-Latin American
Literature, editor Antonio Tillis. She also published a review: Considering
Woman I & II. Short Stories by Velma Pollard in Caribbean Writer.
Literary Gem of the Caribbean. Volume 26.


Essif, Les (French) had his book (American ‘Unculture’ in French Drama)
accepted for publication by Palgrave Macmillan, published an article in a
special number of Comparative Drama, and a book review. At the
National Comparative Drama Conference he was a featured speaker on
the topic of “Author Meets Critic,” organized a panel on “Expatriate
Drama and the instability of Global Culture,” and co-directed a staged
reading of an “expatriate” play.


Gimmel, Millie (Spanish) presented “An Epistemological Analysis of
Natural History in New Spain” at the Southern Atlantic MLA in
November. She led the UT Upper-Division Program in Alicante, Spain
this summer and became Associate Head of the Department in
September.


BACK TO TOP


Handelsman, Michael (Spanish) was incorporated in November 2012 as
a Corresponding Member of Ecuador’s Academia Nacional de la Lengua,
the second oldest National Academy of Language in Latin America which
is also an official affiliate to Spain’s Real Academia. Handelsman is the
only non-Ecuadorian member of the Academia.


Chris Holmlund (French) continues as President of the Society for
Cinema and Media Studies, the largest international organization for the
study of film and media. She helped organize the annual five-day annual
conference; led meetings with academic publishers and lawyers on
digital copyright, fair use, and media images; spoke at two sessions on
action film; published an essay entitled "Niche Stars, Acting Gay" in
Screen Acting, Theory and Philosophy (Routledge).


Kaplan, Gregory (Spanish), who served as Interim Department Head in
2011-12, was awarded a Lindsay Young Professorship for 2012-13. In the
spring, he published a co-edited volume, Marginal Voices: Studies in
Converso Literature of Medieval and Golden Age Spain (Leiden: Brill), as
well as two articles in scholarly journals (“Rodrigo de Reinosa’s
Sympathetic Attitude Toward African Slaves” [in Ojáncano], and “The
Mozarabic Horseshoe Arches in the Church of San Roman de Moroso
(Cantabria, Spain)” [in Peregrinations: Journal of Medieval Art &
Architecture]). In the summer, he presented an invited plenary lecture,
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“El papel del prestigio en el nacimiento de la conciencia lingüística
medieval,” at a conference held in June at the Universidad de Lleida
(Spain). In July, Professor Kaplan explained his theory of the Cantabrian
origins of the Spanish language during a radio interview on Onda Cero
and during the filming of a documentary for Spanish TV.


Magilow, Daniel H. (German) has published several articles and book
reviews about German-Jewish history and culture and their afterlife, but
most notably two books: the edited volume Nazisploitation! The Nazi
Image in Low-Brow Cinema and Culture and The Photography of Crisis:
The Photo Essays of Weimar Germany.


McAlpin, Mary (French) had two articles appear last year, one on
Rousseau's Confessions, in the Journal of the History of Ideas, and the
other on Laclos's Liaisons dangereuses, in Eighteenth-Century Studies.


She gave talks at the American Society for 18th-Century Studies and its
southeastern affiliate, and continued to serve as a member of the MLA


Divisional Committee for 18th-Century French Studies. She also served
on the Faculty Senate and as chair of the French section. Her book,
Sexuality and Cultural Degradation in Enlightenment France: Medicine
and Literature, is under contract with Ashgate Press and will appear in
2011.


Stehle, Maria (German) published her first monograph Ghetto Voices in
Contemporary German Culture with Camden House. She also published
three peer-reviewed articles and received an award for Outstanding
Article in Unterrichtspraxis for her co-written article "Made in Germany:
The Politics of Teaching German Pop Culture in the Twenty-first
Century."


Young, Dolly (Spanish) as Vice-President of the Tennessee Foreign
Language Teaching Association, chaired the November 2012 TFLTA
conference in Nashville, had an article on blended learning accepted to
the AAUSC volume and wrote, by invitation, an article on affective
variables in SLA for The Handbook on Spanish Applied Linguistics.
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LECTURER  NEWS


Renée D’Elia-Zunino (Italian) was granted promotion to the rank of
Senior Lecturer by the Provost and Senior Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs (Dr. Susan Martin). The promotion is effective August 1, 2012.


Susan Edmundson (Lecturer French) has been elected President of the
Lecturers’ Association for the 20120-2014 term. She was also promoted
to Senior Lecturer. She and Florence Abad-Turner gave a paper at the
Tennessee Foreign Language Teachers’ Association Conference in
Franklin, Tennessee November 2ndentitled What Works: Activities for
First Year French Hybrid Courses at the University of Tennessee Knoxville.
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OTHER  NEWS


In April 2012, under the direction of Les Essif, the student Players of the
French Theatre Workshop presented campus performances of “Art”/”
Style,” a re-created fusion of texts by Yasmina Reza and Raymond
Queneau.


On November 12, 2012, the Portuguese Program held an International
Roundtable, “The State of the Art: Writing in Brazil Today,” featuring
renowned Afro-Brazilian writer Conceição Evaristo and Brazilian literary
scholar Eduardo de Assis Duarte. Dr. Silva, Dr. Duke, and Dr. Ayo also
participated.
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GRADUATE  TEACHING ASSISTANT  PROFILES


Véronique Lamothe Bell. Master’s student in French. Véronique is in
her second year as a graduate teaching assistant in the French Master’s
program. She is a native French Canadian from Montreal and graduated
in French and Francophone Literature from Université de Montréal. Her
research interests include “Quebecois” Literature and the problematics
of exile, as well as comparative literature with Maghreb francophone
Literature. She presented a study of “Alienation and Exclusion in French
Canadian Literature” at the University of Louisiana in March 2012. Her
current research is focused on “Realization of Exile within French
literary history of Quebec through its Migrant writers,” to be presented
in November 2012 at the Southern Atlantic Modern Language
Association (SAMLA) Conference in Durham, NC. Much of this work will
be reflected in her Master’s Thesis on Exile and Migrant writers in
Quebec and the Maghreb. Aside from teaching, she enjoys expanding
her perspective on the francophone world through reading, watching
movies and documentaries, and spending time at home or travelling
with her husband and three young children.


Joanna Broda-Schunck. Doctoral student in Modern Foreign Languages
with a first concentration in German. Joanna was born in Cracow,
Poland. She learned English by living in West Lafayette, Indiana, and
German by living in Jülich, Germany. Her contact with the French
language began at school and now is strengthened through her
marriage to a Frenchman. Her first studies were at the Teacher’s College
of Foreign Languages, German Section at the Jagiellonian University in
Krakow, Poland. She finished with a Licentiate (Bachelor) degree by
writing a thesis on the use of songs in teaching German as a foreign
language. She then began to teach German at a technical high school in
Krakow, Poland, where she worked for eight years. At the same time she
continued her studies for a Master’s Degree at the Jagiellonian
University, finishing it with a thesis on school dictionaries in German.
After getting married in 2006, she moved first to Madrid, Spain, for four
months, where she attended Spanish classes; and then to Knoxville. In
Fall 2008 she joined UT’s Ph.D. program in Modern Foreign Languages
with the first concentration in German, second in Applied Linguistics,
and third in French. In 2010 she received the Graduate Teaching
Assistant Award. She is also the recipient of the Nordsieck Scholarship
and the Gerti Wunderlich Award given by the German Department at
the University of Tennessee. She is now in the final stages of writing her
dissertation on the construction of the ‘socialist male personality’ in the
GDR youth literature and visual art of the 1950s and 1960s.
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Joanna Merkel. Doctoral student in Modern Foreign Languages with a
first concentration in French. Joanna is from Strasbourg, a beautiful
medieval city in Eastern France. Her mother is from France and her
father is from Morocco. She likes to have this double culture, which has
allowed her to discover a new country and a new language. Before
starting her higher education, she spent two months studying in a high
school on the Gold Coast in Australia. She has a B.A in history with a
minor in teaching from the University of Avignon and a M.A in French
history from the University of Strasbourg. She did her thesis about
familial criminality in the duchy of Lorraine in the 16th and 17th
centuries. She focused on analyzing a dozen trials related to the family,
like incest, homicide and infanticide. Before coming to the U.S, she was
a Language Teaching Assistant as well as a boarding house tutor in a
private high school in Canterbury, England. She also spent a year
teaching French as a Fulbright Language Teaching Assistant at Lincoln
University, PA, the first HBCU in the country. While working at Lincoln
University, she had the opportunity to volunteer as an English-French
translator at the United Nations in New York City during a Civil Society
Forum. Currently, she is studying at UTK, doing her PhD in French and
Francophone studies. Joanna loves Spain and currently tries to improve
her Spanish in her free time. She also likes traveling and has visited 16
countries as well as 17 states in the U.S.


Lisa Y. F. Parker. Doctoral Student in Modern Foreign Languages with a
first concentration in Spanish. Lisa is originally from Puerto Rico. Upon
completing her undergraduate degree in Microbiology from the
University of Austin, Texas, Lisa was commissioned as an Officer of the
United States Army and served in the Medical Field both in Europe and
the States. After completing her military career, Lisa worked in various
upper management and corporate level positions in the Medical
Industry for over twenty-five years. As an avid volunteer in the
community and her church, working primarily with Hispanic families,
Lisa was encouraged and challenged to continue higher education. She
received her Master’s in Spanish from the University of Tennessee in the
fall of 2009. Currently in her third year as a PhD student, Lisa is writing
her dissertation on a new reading of two crucial, yet fluid factors at the
center of Puerto Rico’s national debate: language and identity, and how
they weaved into the literature. Recently, Lisa was the recipient of two
very prestigious awards: the 2012 Sigma Delta Pi Graduate Research
Grant Award and the University of Tennessee’s W.K. McClure
Scholarship Fund for the Study of World Affairs, which allowed her to
travel to Puerto Rico during the first half of this past summer to
continue her dissertation research. Lisa is also a Teaching Associate and
served, for two consecutive years, as the Graduate Student Spanish
Representative from 2010-2012. She has presented several scholarly
papers at national conferences. Lisa is married to Duane, and they have
two daughters and one son-in-law.
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Àngela Pérez del Puerto. Doctoral student in Modern Foreign
Languages with a first concentration in Spanish. Ángela is in her first
year as a graduate teaching assistant in the Spanish doctoral program.
She is from Spain, having graduated in 2007 after earning a Bachelor of
History from the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid (UAM) in Spain.
Thanks to a scholarship, she completed her junior year abroad where
she finished her history degree at the University Paris X-Nanterre
(France). She continued her education with a Master’s Degree in
Modern History at the UAM in 2009 and immediately she was admitted
into the doctoral program at the same University where she is writing
her dissertation. Her research interests are focused on gender studies
during the Franco regime in Spain. In 2011, she was hired as Assistant
Teacher of Spanish at St. Norbert College (Wisconsin). In 2012 she was
admitted to Georgetown University (Washington, DC) as a visiting
researcher where she continued her research. She has participated in
many international Conferences where she has published four papers
including, “IX Encontro da ANPHLAC” at the Federal University of Goiás,
Brazil, in 2010, “XIII Jornadas de Interescuelas” at the National
University of Catamarca, Argentina, and “III Encuentro de Jóvenes
Investigadores de la Asociación de Historia Contemporánea” at Vitoria
University (Spain).


Yansan�, Abdoulaye (French) book "Destin�e, le r�cit personnel
d'un voyage forc�" goes international (Paris, Canada). For more
information, visit Abdoulaye's Facebook.


Abdoulaye Yansan� shares the stage with Cornell West (Professor at
Princeton) and President Obama.
http://phoenixpublishing.org/media/index.html
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In March, thanks to a $5,000 grant from the Humanities Center, Mary
McAlpin (French) organized a one-day symposium on heredity and racial
theory during the period 1700-1900. Speakers included Professors
Robert Bernasconi of Pennsylvania State, who spoke on “Stages in the
Racialization of Slavery,” and Mary Terrall of UCLA, who addressed
“Generation, Degeneration, and Heredity: Experimental Breeding in
Réaumur's Poultry Yard.”


 


The Spanish Program of MFLL sponsored a University of Tennessee
Hispanic Studies Symposium on October 25-26, 2012 with the central
theme of NUEVAS APROXIMACIONES A LAS LETRAS HISPÁNICAS (New
Approaches to the Study of Hispanic Literatures). The two keynote
speakers were Professors Fernando Balseca of the Universidad Andina
Simón Bolívar (Quito, Ecuador) and Fernando Unzueta of the Ohio State
University.
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IN APPRECIATION — DR. JEFF MELLOR


One complaint you never hear from Jeff Mellor is that his students just
won't talk. Jeff has a multitude of methods – mostly of his own devising
-- to inspire, cajole or provoke his students to embrace the language and
have fun with it. And one complaint you never hear from any student in
a Mellor class is that it is dull. Jeff's love of puns, his off-the-wall sense
of humor, and his quick wit have delighted generations of students of
very different sorts – from high school teenies on up to his faculty
colleagues.


Jeff came to UT in 1970 still at work on his doctorate from Chicago. He
finished that in 1972, became an assistant professor. The late 60s and
early 70s were a time when many people in languages had decided that
language teaching was in sad shape and that students and the
profession deserved better. Jeff was a founding member of the
Tennessee Chapter of the American Association of Teachers of German,
an organization that devoted itself to bridging the gap between college
teachers and the high schools. He has been on the Executive Council
from 1971 to the present, he served as president in 1975-76 and
devoted untold hours and energy to the organization's spring festival for
elementary and high school students. He was also active in the
Tennessee Foreign Language Teaching Association and served as
president of the 1000 member organization in 1988-89.


One of his major interests at that point was in furthering the proficiency
movement and oral proficiency testing, an art/science that had worked
its way over from the U.S. State Department to the language teaching
community. Jeff became a certified proficiency tester, centered a TFLTA
annual meeting on the topic, and as a spin-off benefit, convinced UT in
1983 to adopt the SPEAK program to assess the oral ability of incoming
foreign graduate assistants to undertake classroom teaching. He headed
the SPEAK testing here from 1983 to 2006 and in effect singlehandedly
solved a problem for UT that vexes many other schools throughout the
country.


Nationally Jeff was most active with AATG. He was elected to the
national Executive Council in 1983, he served on the national
nominating committee in 1989 and chaired it in 1990, and he was
conference co-chair of the international meeting of German teachers at
Stanford in 1995. Putting a life-time of career experience to work, he
served as editor of the organization's pedagogical journal, Die
Unterrichtspraxis/Teaching German, from 2000 to 2004.
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Jeff became an Associate Professor in 1980 and Professor in 1998.
Among his numerous UT awards are one in 1998 for Extraordinary
Public Service – for his work with local schools -- and a Chancellor's
Citation for Excellence in Teaching in 2004. He served as interim head of
MFLL from 2004 to 2007 and chair of the German section from 2008 to
2012.


Highlights of his publishing life include a complete computer based
German course and articles on German philology and lexicography. He
has translated numerous scientific articles, some in co-operation with
his wife, biologist, science editor, and children's book author Doris
Gove. And his most recent project is a translation with former colleague
Peter Hoeyng of an Austrian novel from 1922.


As Professor Emeritus, Jeff is into his second semester of post-
retirement teaching. If you need any devilishly clever tips on how to get
recalcitrant students involved or if you want some insights into
establishing or maintaining a remarkably interesting, varied, and
successful career, chat him up. He has always loved to share.


 


David Lee
Professor Emeritus of German
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